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Activities without 
CV-selection
      Company presentation 
During a company presentation, you get to know the daily activities and 
processes of a company. Following the presentation, companies can 
explain a subject of their expertise, which provides you, as a student, with 
information about practical issues within the business process.

      Workshop 
A workshop gives you the opportunity to improve your skills and 
competences in a dynamic and interactive way. During the workshops, you 
will work on existing assignments and projects of clients. You will also get 
to know the company. Some examples of topics that are discussed during 
the workshops
are influencing decision making processes, solving error messages that 
an EPD consultant encounters or a LinkedIn training. The content of all 
workshops is described on the company pages.

      Network drinks
The network drinks give you the opportunity to get in touch with several 
companies at the same time in an informal way. Seize the opportunity to 
exchange thoughts with them about previously discussed topics. The HBW 
committee will provide consumptions during these drinks.

      Informal recruitment
Get to know companies in an informal way during an informal recruitment 
activity. During an informal recruitment activity we combine a drink with an 
activity. Think of lawn bowling, a game of ping pong or darts, a beer tasting 
or a pub quiz. During these activities, you will be divided into groups and 
rotate between different companies. The informal recruitment activities 
will be organised by the HBW committee. The committee will also provide 
consumptions during these activities. 

Activities with 
CV-selection
      Business case
During a business case, you work together with fellow students on a case 
presented by a company. As a student, you are challenged to solve a practical
case in an analytical manner. This will give you a good idea of what it means 
to work for a certain company. During a business case, companies get 
the opportunity to present their organisation in order to get in touch with 
potential employees. The company presenting the business case selects the 
participating students on the basis of a CV selection.

      Speedinterviews
Speed interviews offer the possibility of short one-on-one interviews with 
companies. Companies and students can get to know each other personally 
in a short time. The speed interviews have an orientation function, but can also 
be used as a first selection round for the recruitment of interns or starters. To
increase the chance of potential matches, you will be selected by companies 
on the basis of your CV. The duration of a speed interview is approximately 10
minutes per student.

Informal recruitment
Get to know companies in an informal way during an informal recruitment 
activity. During an informal recruitment activity we combine a drink with an
activity. Think of a boat trip through the port of Rotterdam while enjoying a 
drink. During these activities, you will be divided into groups and rotate between 
different companies. The informal recruitment activities will be organised by 
the HBW committee. The committee will also provide consumptions during 
these activities. The companies select the participating students based on 
their CV.

Company dinner
During the company dinner, students will get theopportunity to meet 
companies in an informal way during a three-course dinner. The dinner will 
take place after the opening of the Health Business Week. Take the opportunity 
to exchange ideas with companies about the topics discussed at the opening. 
Students will be selected on the basis of CV selection, to participate in the 
company dinner.
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Cytel
Cytel is an international and ambitious consultancy in 
health economics and outcomes research, specializing 
in advanced economic evaluations. In Rotterdam, Cytel 
has a team of 30 consultants of different nationalities 
and backgrounds who are involved in determining the 
effectiveness and efficiency of innovative therapies. 
Within our team, we are involved in developing economic 
models such as cost-effectiveness models and budget 
impact models, conducting literature searches and writing 
value and reimbursement dossiers for new medicines. 
In addition, we also provide our customers with strategic 
advice on how best to market their innovative medicines. 
  
Are you interested in health technology assessment, do you 
enjoy working with the latest innovative therapies, and do 
you want to take on the challenge of further developing 
your scientific knowledge and advisory skills at a progressive 
company with an international and motivated team? 
Register for one of our activities so that we can get to know 
each other better.

Company presentation
Informal recruitment
Speedinterviews

Pfizer
At Pfizer, we apply science and our global resources to bring 
therapies to people that extend and significantly improve 
their lives. We strive to set the standard for quality, safety 
and value in the discovery, development and manufacture 
of health care products, including innovative medicines and 
vaccines.

Every day, Pfizer colleagues work across developed and 
emerging markets to advance wellness, prevention, 
treatments and cures that challenge the most feared diseases 
of our time. Consistent with our responsibility as one of the 
world’s premier innovative biopharmaceutical companies, 
we collaborate with health care providers, governments and 
local communities to support and expand access to reliable,
affordable health care around the world.

For more than 170 years, we have worked to make a 
difference for all who rely on us. To learn more, please visit 
us on www.Pfizer.nl and follow us on Twitter at @PfizerNL,
LinkedIn, Instagram at Pfizernl and like us on Facebook at 
pfizernederland.

Workshop
Network drinks
Business Case
Speedinterviews
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PwC
At PwC, we want to contribute to building trust in 
society and solving important problems. We are a 
network of firms in 152 countries with nearly 328,000 
people. We see it as our task to deliver quality in the 
field of assurance, tax and advisory services. More than 
5,300 people work together at PwC in the Netherlands. 
 
Your future in Tax
Give your career a boost and choose one of the dynamic 
entry-level positions at PwC! Within our Tax field, 
you provide services in the field of tax advice, legal, 
pensions, actuarial and related HR services, statutory 
or tax compliance, tax technology or tax accounting 
services. You have access to a worldwide network and 
share your knowledge, ideas and questions with the best 
professionals in your field. A great start to your career! 

Workshop
Network drinks
Speedsinterviews

Young Innovators 
of Medicines
Want to kickstart your career in medicine? The Young 
Innovators of Medicines (YIM) is a group of young 
professionals who work within the pharmaceutical sector. 
This sector guarantees a very dynamic working environment, 
but what job and development opportunities does this 
sector actually offer you? 

Do you want to know if a future lies ahead for you in Pharma?! 
During an interactive presentation the YIM-ers will tell you 
more about the endless career possibilities. They will do 
their best to help you to kickstart your career in medicine!

Company presentation
Network drinks
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